
SMELL-FREE COLD CLEANING

FLUID 

�� Cold cleaning fluid for use in 
workshops, for cleaning 
engines and heavily oiled and
greasy parts 

�� Biodegradable

�� Does not create foam

�� Universally applicable

�� Preserves painted surfaces

LEYCO®-SOL 111



LEYCO®-SOL 111 is predominant-
lyused for the cleaning of engines,
transmissions, machine parts, turning
lathes, boat and aircraft engines,
tractors, construction machines, fork-
lift trucks as well as dirty installations
into workshops and gas stations. It
has very strong grease dissolving
properties and therefore works well in
the hardest of conditions.
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LEYCO®-SOL 111 Product-No. 20.194

SMELL-FREE COLD CLEANING FLUID

DESCRIPTION
LEYCO®-SOL 111 has very high cleaning strength for use
on heavily oiled and ancient machinery.
LEYCO®-SOL 111 contains no tensides, Detergents or
emulsifying agents and therefore does not form an emulsion
with water.
LEYCO®-SOL 111 consists of mix of hydrocarbons that
offers extraordinarily high cleaning strength through the use
of special additives.

BENEFITS
� Limits the waste water
� biodegradable 
� high cleaning ability 
� does not create a foam
� universally applicable 

TECHNICAL DATA
Density: 0,75 g/cm3

Appearance:  colorless, clearly 
Dilution:  none 
Flash point:  65°C
Aromatics content:  <0,5 % 

APPLICATION
LEYCO®-SOL 111 isapplied with the use of a brush, sprayer,
cloth. Once it has reacted on the surface for a short time is
washed off with the use of a pressure washer.

STORAGE
Protect from frost. Store in a cool dry place. Protect from
fires and in carefully sealed containers. 
Minimum shelf-life 30 months.

PRECAUTIONS
Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Splashes immediately
with much clear water rinse off. Use rubber gloves.
LEYCO®- SOL ST contains flammable materials, do not
spray into open fire. Do not smoke whilst using. LEYCO ®-
SOL 111 does not cause corrosion to aluminium or cast
iron . Painted surfaces are not attacked. Always refer to the
safety data sheet prior to use.

REMARK
Whilst information and/or specification contained herein is to the best of our
knowledge true and accurate, and is based on many years experience, we
cannot accept any liability either directly or indirectly arising from the use
of our products, whether or not in accordance with any advice, specification
or recommendation given by us, as we have no direct or continuous control
over how or where our products are applied.
LEYDE-PRODUCTS are guaranteded against defective materials and
manufacture and are sold subject to its standard terms and conditions of
sale. 09.01.04


